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character as to be unobjectionable to the strictest Mahomedan.
Ramdas did the same when one of his disciples, Udhav, got into
trouble at Bedar. The story of Damajipant, a servant of the Bedar
kings, is well known to all. In a time of famine he distributed
the Government stores of grain among the poor, and on being
taken to task he was relieved by an unexpected remittance of the
full value of the grain to the king's treasury. The saints came out
well in their struggles with their foreign rulers, and they prevailed
not by fighting nor by resistance, but by quiet resignation to the
will of God. There was a tendency perceptible towards a recon-
ciliation of the two races in mutual recognition of the essential
unity of Alia with Rama, and by the time Shivaji appeared on
the scene, this reconciliation seems to have been almost complete,
though occasional outbursts of Mahomedan fanaticism were not
altogether unknown even then.
We have thus noticed all the principal features of the religious
movement, which, commencing with Dnyandev who lived in the
fifteenth century, can be traced to the end of the last century as a
steady growth in spiritual virtues. It gave us a literature of con-
siderable value in the vernacular language of the country. It modi-
fied the strictness of the old spirit of caste exclusiveness. It raised
the Shudra classes to a position of spiritual power and social
importance, almost equal to that of the Brahmans. It gave sanctity
to the1 family relations, and raised the status of woman. It made
the nation more humane, at the same time more prone to hold
together by mutual toleration. It suggested and partly carried out
a plan of reconciliation with the Mahomedans. It subordinated the
importance of rites and ceremonies, and of pilgrimages and fasts,
and of learning and contemplation, to the higher excellence of
worship by means of love and faith. It checked the excesses of
polytheism. It tended in all these ways to raise the nation generally
to a higher level of capacity both of thought and action, and
prepared it in a way no other nation in India was prepared, to take
the lead in re-establishing a united native power in the place of
foreign domination. These appear to us to be the principal features
of the religion of Maharashtra, which Saint Ramdas had in view
when he advised Shivaji's son to follow in his father's footsteps,
and propagate this faith, at once tolerant and catholic, deeply
spiritual and yet not iconoclastic.

